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The mysterious “Mr. Covid” has been quietly
tormenting the staff at Parks & Rec for some
time. Someone has taken it into their own
hands, to rid the department of his
evil ways once and for all!
It was only a matter of time...
everyone has been pushed to the brink.
But murder is murder,
and the crime must be solved!

The game is afoot!

Clues are hidden around Sam Michaels Park.
Look along the trails, and in public location.
ALL CLUES ARE VISIBLE AND OUTDOORS.
If you find a clue, check if off your suspect list.
Who doesn’t have an alibi? Who did the crime?
Play fair...
DO NOT TOUCH, MOVE, OR REMOVE CLUES!

Don’t let the legacy of Mr. Covid win! Be sure to
practice social distancing when you are in the parks!

When you know who did the crime, where,
and the weapon, send your answers to:
info@jcprc.org to be entered to win.
Ten winners chosen at random
will win a $10 gift certificate
and other surprises.

The Suspects:
Jennifer

As director, she has been
dealing with Mr. Covid from
the beginning... perhaps she
brought him to his end...

David

This assistant director has
had to make changes to his
plans at every whim of Evil
Mr. Covid... he’s ready to
have control again!

Brenda

She’s in charge of finances,
or so she thought... it’s hard
to watch the bank account
numbers fall! Maybe she did
something to stop it!

www.jcprc.org

The Weapons:
Sanitizer
Insuring a Clean Getaway!

Social media when there is
no “social” in the parks?
What’s left, but to remove
the one thing keeping the
community apart!

Making sure
the
evidence
is shredded!

“Germ Buster”
Blasting away the bad guy away!

Most of his staff could not
return, leaving so few to
mow and care for so much.
Perhaps the maintenance
manager just needs his help!

He’s been on the mower...
you can bet those blades
were sharp and the
amount of mowing that
one guy has to accomplish is
reason enough!

So many parties
were supposed
to happen here
and couldn’t.
Revenge!

Kids should
be playing
but can’t
because
of evil Mr.
Covid. Irony...
bwahahah.

The Soccer Field
Disinfectant Spray
Removing the germ
one squirt at a time.

Face Mask
Mr. Covid will spread no more!

Tim

Picnic Pavilion

The Playground

Heather

Programs are not the same
when people cannot gather.
Perhaps our Programming
Coordinator is ready to run
Camps and classes again!

The Front Desk

Yes, it’s up front and
center... but really,
this is where we take
care of business!

Mower

Becki

Shane

...a perfect place to grow

The Locations:

6 Foot Ruler
Keeping distance never felt so good!

Mobile Rec Van
Let’s Play!

Flattening more than the curve!

Kicking Mr. Covid out
may be the best idea yet!

The AMP
Empty fields, canceled events. This is
the perfect spot for a theatrical end!

The Trails

Mr. Covid took the wrong path.

The Dog Park

Justice for our
4-legged friends!
They want their
space back too!

